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Abstract
Purpose – This paper discusses the teaching and assessment strategies for an organisation centred curriculum.
Design/methodology/approach – The paper is based on a case study. Data was collected from interviews and a focus group with worker-learners enrolled in a Graduate Certificate in Education (Educational Leadership) course.
Findings – A project that piloted an organisation centred curriculum framework where learning was integrated in the context of the workplace, met the needs of both, individuals and their workplace. The success of such learning for a cohort of worker-learners was contingent on especially designed teaching and assessment strategies, aligned learning and assessment to the strategic goals of the organisation where the cohort was based and to needs of the individuals. The evaluation of the strategies in the framework shows their potential to optimise learning outcomes for other cohorts and courses. It also highlights the importance of skilling learners for work integrated learning and making explicit the pedagogies and affordances available in the workplace.
Originality/value – Demonstrates the transition from university centred to organisation centred curriculum that employs work integrated learning to meet the needs of the workplace and the learners.
Key words Work integrated learning, Work-based learning, Assessment, Organisational centred curriculum, Workforce capacity building
Paper type Case study

Introduction
Organisations that sponsor staff to undertake academic studies, in order to build their workforce capacity, expect learning experiences and outcomes to be aligned with their business. Such expectations present challenges for academics when designing, facilitating and assessing learning. This is not unusual, as explained by Boud and Symes (2000): “When learning challenges are created from the exigencies of work there is often no pre-existing map that represents the territory of knowledge being explored” (p.20). The origins of knowledge and their boundaries in a work based learning context are a lot more nebulous compared to fixed disciplines of academia. Despite recent research on learning in the workplace, the development of rigorous pedagogy to underpin work based learning, particularly assessment, is still in its infancy (Brodie and Irving, 2007).

This paper is based on a case study that developed and piloted an organisation centred curriculum (OCC) framework to develop leadership capacity of twelve worker-learners through a Graduate Certificate in Education (Executive Leadership) course. This framework suited both the organisation and the worker-learners. The paper begins with an overview of the OCC framework and goes on to describe the teaching and assessment strategies applied by the author. It then discusses the findings of an evaluation of the teaching and assessment approaches. In concluding the paper, the author draws on the evaluation data and her reflective notes to suggest potential for use of the teaching and assessment strategies, for worker-learner cohorts participating in other work-based learning courses.

Overview of Organisation Centred Curriculum Framework
The rationale for an OCC framework originated from preliminary discussions with a non-government organisation (NGO) seeking leadership capacity building of twelve staff. The NGO has responsibility for implementing reforms in the health and community services industry in the state of Queensland, Australia. Details for the curriculum content and delivery approaches were negotiated during the needs analysis phase. The OCC framework was founded on agreement around three principles:

• a partnership between the university and the NGO;
• the learning activities be based on the needs of the NGO and the worker-learners, hence linked to work projects (technically, learning was work-integrated); and
• assessment and evaluation against agreed standards and measures for work outcomes and academic learning objectives of each of the four study units.

Boud and Solomon (2001) strongly recommend this type of arrangement for successful work-based learning. Rhodes and Shiel (2007) describe work based learning as: “…where students are full-time employees whose programme of study is embedded in the workplace and is designed to meet the learning needs of the employees and the aims of the organization.” (p.174). Sobiechowska and Maisch (2006) also share similar interpretations. In this paper the term work integrated learning is used to echo these definitions of work based learning. The study program in this case was a moderately tailored version of an existing university course. The NGO was interested in work integrated learning that would develop the leadership capacity of twelve staff and help them implement reforms recently introduced by the state government.

Various arguments (eg. by Billett, 2001; Brown, 1998; Symes and McIntyre, 2000; Billett and Boud, 2001; Bryson, Pajo, Ward and Mallon, 2006) in favour of the workplace as an effective learning environment provided justification for embedding the leadership development program within the context of the NGO. The OCC framework was founded on the organisation’s strategic goal, philosophies and culture to simultaneously meet the needs of the individuals and their organisation. The strategic goal of the NGO was to:

Contribute to the quality of life and community well-being of Queenslanders by creating alliances, collaboration and connections that enhance credibility; being a voice to influence government, industry, work and training policy; and creating opportunities for community skilling through developing the capacity and quality of our workforces.

Accordingly, the strategic goal of the organisation was positioned at the core of the framework, surrounded by its philosophies and culture. Organisational culture is usually described as the taken-for-granted values, underlying assumptions, expectations, collective memories and definitions present in an organisation (Cameron and Quinn, 1999). These elements impact on how new ideas are viewed in an organisation and also influence their interpretation for practice. At the next level, the university learning units surrounded these structures (organisational goal, philosophies and culture). The teaching and assessment strategies were designed to influence changes that traverse through the organisation and its environmental cultures, at the same time respect its philosophies and values. Strategically, the curriculum design focused on outcomes that led to the achievement of the organisation’s strategic goals, yet maintained the academic standard and quality.

Work integrated learning in this instance hinged on interactions between the disciplinary area, professional practice, and the workplace goals. Therefore, the implementation of the OCC framework necessitated special attention to the design of appropriate pedagogies. It was premised on the notion that learning would be influenced by, and in turn influence, the strategic direction of the organisation. Subsequently, the content needed to be relevant to the organisation - that is fulfil the requirements of both the intended and emergent strategic plans – and at the same time be relevant to the learners, with obvious application to their functional roles. Accordingly, a boutique curriculum was negotiated and packaged with four study units: Leadership for Change; Politics of Diversity and Identity; Managing Knowledge in Organisations; and Changing Agendas in Leadership. These units were designed to develop the leadership capacity of twelve staff from across the different levels. It was expected that the new knowledge and skills gained from the study will assist participants with the implementation and management of projects arising from recent reforms. The content for these units was largely collated by the academics, with some industry specific content (published articles and the NGO’s internal documents) pro-
vided by the managers and learners. The learning strategies for this course needed to suit the learning preferences of the cohort. Here, learning strategies were interpreted as the combination of the learning processes and activities, and the assessment tasks to demonstrate that learning had occurred. The curriculum and delivery arrangements were also deliberated against the university policies, systems and structures.

Driven by their employer’s purpose of sponsorship and expectations the learners were interested in immediate application and transfer of knowledge and skills to develop their leadership capacity for managing reforms in the health and community services industry. So, it made sense to treat the worker-learners as a cohort and engage them in work integrated learning. The learning cohort of twelve staff formed a critical mass that collectively participated in sensing, construing, analysing and responding to changes to achieve the strategic goal of their organisation. The worker-learners contextualised what they learned to initiate and also facilitate a gradual change process. In partnership with the academics and coalition with staff across the organisation they collaborated and negotiated the bridge between theory and practice, and created new knowledge that added value to their organisational services and strategic goal. In this way the curriculum met their own as well as the organisational needs.

While the needs of organisation underpinned the program, the learning needs of the individuals arose from and were aligned to these. For instance, for the purpose of assessment they chose projects that they worked on and had relevance across the organisation. Individuals took control and worked collaboratively to resolve any leadership issues.

*I wanted to get out of it an opportunity to work across teams within this organisation, to get a broader perspective of the change that was happening to the then ITC [abbreviated former name of the NGO].* (WFC007).

*That it took place in that group context so there was a tremendous amount of support and sharing of ideas, and that it was something that was to be part of the workplace and what we do. So I had an opportunity to learn how to work in a continuous improvement environment where I hadn’t really experienced that before.... I like to know the broader context in which I’m working and why.* (WFC006).

Miller (2003) contends that projects that were of particular interest to individuals also offer more confidence and practicality.

**Teaching and assessment strategies**

The learning strategies and the assessment tasks had to be appropriate to achieve the learning objectives, a configuration termed by Biggs (1999) as ‘constructive alignment’. For purposes of constructive alignment, Biggs’ (1999) Structure of Observed Learning Outcome (SOLO) model and Delahaye’s (2005) Hierarchy of Learning Outcomes (HLO) were employed. The SOLO model proposes aligning learning strategies and learning outcomes, and describes how a learner’s performance grows in complexity when mastering a topic. The HLO provides the designer with two important indicators – the type of content that the learners need to cover and, the most appropriate type of learning strategy that should be used.

Considering the worker-learners had prior academic learning experiences as well as extensive work experiences, the design of the learning activities was founded on three governing values:

(i) **The andragogical principles of work centred problems and issues and learning that acknowledged and utilised the work experience of adult learners**
(ii) Overtly situated learning within the strategic directions and cultural context of the host organisation.

(iii) Individual learning embedded within the normal workplace tasks, processes and goals to concurrently achieve learning outcomes and organisational goals as well as develop sustainable knowledge reservoirs.

The goal was to focus on acquiring, improving and transferring knowledge, facilitating and making use of individual learning that would in turn modify behaviours and policies within the organization. So, there were strong aspirations by the cohort for some transformational learning, as described by Mezirow (1991).

**Teaching Strategies**

The course was facilitated using a blended approach, comprising internet based delivery and face-to-face onsite consultation. The content and structure of the face-to-face consultations with individuals or groups were determined by them. Individuals were required to send requests for specific information or topics/issues to be discussed at least two working days before the session. This allowed the facilitator to adequately prepare for the sessions. The learners in the cohort had various levels of readiness for self-directed learning. Some had recent academic learning experiences while for others had not participated in any formal academic learning for sometime or worked with staff across their organisation. This became an important consideration when grouping students for team work. Participants with knowledge and skills in the study areas and also academic writing became the local ‘champions’ and supported their colleagues. The cohort was divided into three teams, each operating as a community of practice. They organised group meetings during work hours, evenings or in the weekends. This type of flexibility suited learners who constantly travelled around the State.

The learning materials were posted on the university’s course website, allowing the cohort to access and interact with the materials from their work or home computers, at a time of their own choosing. The online teaching and learning platform (Blackboard) provided access to a range of learning resources, websites and wiki space for interactions. Because the NGO had a well designed information and computer technology (ITC) system the learners chose to use this more frequently than the Blackboard site of the university. They were all acquainted with their onsite ITC system which offered functions comparable to Blackboard and gave the added advantage of interacting and sharing with other staff in their workplace. In this way the use of the local ITC system engaged other staff in informal learning with the cohort and developed a learning culture that remained even after the completion of each unit.

*This is helping in the development of a learning organisation culture as this information is also being shared more widely during staff meetings with staff not involved in the study (WFC002).*

*There is a common language because people mention different theorists and they mention different models so there is a sophisticated way of talking about what we do and helping kind of cluster ideas together (WFC003).*

Over the first two semesters they became increasingly motivated as they began to interpret and critically analyse the new knowledge they acquired from the study unit in the context of their work. As they developed new perspectives and gained more self-confidence, they challenged current thinking and work practices through a process of critical reflection and discussions with staff within the organisation. This enabled them to gradually influence changes to the NGOs’ systems, policies and practices with aims to improve services.
I’ve just looked at certain elements and how their theories can impact upon them. I have created a couple of tools – a number of tools. In particular a couple of procedures around induction have been incorporated very recently into how we bring staff on board as a change process. (WFC006).

Certainly it guided us to rethink about reference group and our workplace plan and network that we had and sort of reshaped those two groups and clearer about their roles and responsibilities. (WFC009).

As an example, the approach to teaching and assessment for the first study unit (Leadership for Change) is described here. The objectives of this unit and those of the learners (based on their work projects) were aligned with organisational objectives that were interpreted from its strategic goal. The unit offered development of expertise in three areas:

- Investigating and Analysing Organisational and Environmental Cultures (Themes = the changing nature of organisations, organisational culture, organisational values).
- Accountability (Themes = ethics, relationship building, accountability and organisational improvement).
- Change Management (Themes = communication, the change process, leading the change process).

The individuals in the cohort self-selected themselves into one of three teams, each focusing on one of the study areas. The use of teams was reinforced by the writings of Knowles (1998), Revans (1988) and Wenger (1998) who emphasise that adult learning is a social process. Each team shared three features: a common domain of knowledge to be developed; a community that cares and takes responsibility for the domain knowledge in the organisation; and shared practice to effectively interpret and apply their domain knowledge. In this way the communities or teams became nodes for exchange and interpretation of their domain knowledge. These features are characteristic of communities of practice (Wenger, 1998). The nodes transpired into a useful knowledge management tool that supported and stimulated learning within the organisation.

The intention of the teams was to develop in-depth knowledge and understanding of their area of study and to explore the diversity of applications across various aspects of their functions. In other words, the learners were expected to operate at the relational level of the SOLO model (Biggs, 2003) so that they would be able to “compare/contrast, explain causes, analyse, relate and apply” (p.48). They researched and updated their knowledge base on developments both internally (within the organisation) and externally (nationally, internationally and beyond their industry). Members of the groups read, summarised and critically analysed the assigned readings and additional articles they sourced. As recommended in the HLO model (Delahaye, 2005), the worker-learners engaged in self-directed learning, experiential learning and problem based learning, thus reinforcing the need for blended learning based on questions initiated by the learners.

The learning strategies involved a three stage process suggested by Garvin (1994):

- A cognitive process to make them think critically and reflectively, be exposed to and share new ideas and knowledge.
- Behavioural change process resulting from the internalization of new knowledge and changes in frames of reference and perspective.
- Effective change and improvement in project outcomes, and subsequently, organizational performance.
The cohort participated in mutual learning, within communities of practice (teams), to apply new understandings and reflect on workplace issues and problems. The communities of practice engaged with other staff in the organisation and eventually connected the learning with the wider organization. The process resembles what Miller (2003) describes as action learning. The design of the teaching and learning strategies met their pedagogical needs.

_I think there was flexibility in peoples different learning styles as well that you – people who learnt more by talking to each other and sharing ideas and that opportunity people who learn by reading and taking in that way had that opportunity. So you know, it meant that the majority of peoples needs were catered for_ (WFC009).

_The process made me aware that you can only really learn so much as an individual, and that group aspect is really crucial to broadening your own understandings and your own comprehension. Certain issues, particularly, as the change management and the culture materials in the first unit were so broad...that conversational style of learning and sharing ideas and it really gets your thinking going in terms of how to relate it to a real world context_ (WFC006).

The approaches and strategies for learning described above are common practice in traditional university teaching however, have particular significance in the context here and highlight the alignment of university learning to real work outcomes. Traditionally, when such activities are conducted in lecture rooms, the authenticity of alignment and application of knowledge is left to the individual learners. The validity and feasibility is often unverified, mainly because that is an assumed role of the worker-learners.

The success of the strategies described above is partially attributed to a very supportive learning environment within the NGO. The participants were allowed some work time for group meetings/learning; they could use the ITC system; they had access to resources within the worksite; the line managers were available to advice/give directions; and most other staff were supportive. The fact that the CEO of the NGO was also a learner contributed to a high level of support. The learning process and experiences of the cohort were supported by features of expansive learning environment such as those identified by Fuller and Unwin (2004). For example, learners participated in multiple communities of practice including those external to the organisation (its regional staff, networks and stakeholders). They engaged in diverse tasks, knowledge bases and experiences to encourage a learning culture within their workplace. Their learning was acknowledged, supported and formally valued as organisational capability. Workplace pedagogies, described by Billett (2001), were made available and utilised by the cohort. These pedagogies included questioning and getting explanations, observation and listening, interacting with others, accessing documents in the workplace, and learning from daily work activities through practice. These pedagogies were supported by workplace affordances such as fortnightly team meetings; internal communication systems (oral, written and electronic); time allocation for group learning; opportunities to solve problems; systemic knowledge of the workplace; shared responsibility for learning and achieving organisational goals; and timely access to assistance from others.

Assessment and evaluation

There were two major assessment tasks for this unit. Each of these tasks needed to demonstrate constructive alignment (Biggs, 1999) and, again, the SOLO model (Biggs, 2003) and the HLO (Delahaye, 2005) proved useful here. A combination of individual and group tasks met the needs of the learners. The assessment tasks were designed to generate deeper learning and required them to state how the ideas could be applied to the functions of the NGO. Regular staff meetings and professional development workshops afforded them with opportunities to share, reflect on, and discuss concepts and ideas with others in the workplace. In this way they retained their knowledge domains in “living” ways and maintained an organisational focus.
The first task was team based and involved two deliverables (25% each) - oral seminars and a resource folder. The seminar presentations needed to demonstrate deep analysis and application of theoretical concepts to the work tasks – the relational level of SOLO (Biggs, 2003) and the deeper levels of the Task, Relationship and Critical Thinking categories of the HLO (Delahaye, 2005). After the seminar, each group collated the summaries of the assigned readings and added these to the resource folder. The summaries and analysis from each group were presented in a format allowing the remaining two groups to gain a basic understanding of the themes within the area of study, and also to be able to apply the theories and learning into the context of their work. The three teams served as organisational ‘experts’ in the three areas (Investigating and Analysing Organisational and Environmental Cultures; Accountability; and Change Management). The resource folders also included tools, websites and other usable materials for other staff in the organisation, their stakeholders and networks. Examples of tools included: definition of key terms, guidelines, theoretical and conceptual frameworks, evaluation items, surveys, checklists, to-do lists, relevant legislations, regulatory frameworks, case study examples and benchmarks.

The second assessment task was completed individually and was based on personal learning objectives based on work projects. It included two aspects: oral seminar and written essay. Individuals were required to work collaboratively. Miller (2003) contends that when learners engage in activities that are of interest and can help solve issues that are important to them, they are able to increase confidence and practicality. Each learner presented a case example that demonstrated the application of their understanding gained from the study unit content. During the seminar there was much discussion around the diversity in the applications and viability of what was proposed in the broader context of the health and community services industry and its stakeholders. Interestingly, the cohort began linking the concepts and ideas beyond the selected projects, to other areas of work in the organisation. This linking took the learners beyond the relational level into the extended abstract level of the SOLO model (Biggs, 2003).

The presentations were assessed by peers and an academic panel who used an evaluation proforma. The peer panels also validated the correct interpretation of the knowledge into the context of the NGO and confirmed the feasibility of changes that were proposed or implemented through the projects. In this instance, the impact of their contributions in terms of organisational outcomes was not only made visible, but also authenticated, differentiating similar presentations in university lecture rooms, where little is known about the impact of what students present. Peer panels were also useful because while the academic panel could assess the applications from a theoretical perspective, as cultural outsiders they were less conversant with the socio-cultural contexts of the NGO or its stakeholders.

The final task for the unit was the submission of individual reflective essays. The evaluation for the first unit not only acknowledged the learners’ development in terms of academic recognition of learning outcomes, but beyond this to their development and competence as leaders and change agents in the NGO.

**Evaluation of strategies**

At the end of the first unit, the teaching and assessment strategies of the OCC framework was evaluated to examine the benefits and limitations, and to explore potential for use with other units of study and academic courses.

**Method**

Data were collected from interviews with ten (of twelve) participants and a focus group of six. A semi-structured proforma was used and all, but two conversations were audio taped. Transcripts of each interviewee were coded as WFC 001 – WFC 010. The preliminary findings of the project were presented to a focus group of participants for validation and discussion.
Findings
The preliminary outcomes of the first unit are summarised here to draw attention to the results for individuals and their workplaces when teaching and assessment adequately integrates university units with work. The teaching and assessment approaches for an OCC framework contributed to both, individuals as well as the NGO in four main areas: development of knowledge capital, development of skills, cultural change in the workplace, and improvements to organisational systems. The most immediate and greatest change was evident in the new learning culture.

The participants said they particularly liked three aspects of the teaching and assessment strategies: the work integrated learning philosophy; the application of andragogical principles; and the use of a learning cohort.

Work integrated learning philosophy
The benefits of a work integrated learning approach were supported by a number of the participants.

The fact that it was so work based and work placed, so relevant to what I was doing and I guess that the whole organisation was involved. (WFC 007)

The participants provided evidence of learning from the course being embedded into the organisation.

I think that’s probably a really good one that people are actually recalling what they’ve learnt and relating it to what’s going on here and trying to share it with other people that are here... (WFC001)

Some of the learners reported specific applications.

And in terms of action in change, relevant to my level at work, I’ve just looked at certain elements and how the theories can impact upon them. In particular a couple of points have been incorporated very recently into how we bring staff on board as a change process. (WFC005).

These examples demonstrate the strength of work integrated learning and highlight a shift from formal academic pedagogy to workplace pedagogy. The teaching strategies harnessed the potential of workplace pedagogies and affordances of the NGO to embed and embody learning in the context of the organisation and the learners.

Application of andragogical principles
The design of the program was overtly based on andragogical principles espoused by such writers as Knowles (1998) and Rogers (1983). The learners’ comments on this approach were mainly positive, although a few expressed reservations. They appreciated their engagement in decision making and the level of flexibility that allowed the worker-learners to meet multiple goals – academic, organisational and personal.

... I don’t think we were looking for them [lecturers] to be an expert. I think we were looking for them to be really a facilitator of our learning patterns. …I think the way we could negotiate around what the assessment tasks would look like, again was an important component. (WFC 001)

I think the identifying our own learning outcomes and things was a challenge for quite a few people and took them a bit of time (WFC 009)
These statements demonstrate the value in engaging and empowering learners in ways that meet Knowles’ (1998) assumptions of adult learning.

The main concern of two participants related to setting of learning objectives. They demonstrated a preference for a pedagogical approach with which they were most familiar. That is, they expected the academics to set the learning and assessment content and requirements, as in many university units.

...I didn’t enjoy doing those objectives at all. I struggled because I guess I’m just used to people giving it to me and just having to work with it and not really questioning it. (WFC 002)

As an individual I found it very challenging. I’d never set my own objectives before. And I really grappled with it for a while. (WFC 006)

The comments above reflect typical approaches where the learning content and assessment is predetermined by the academics. Setting own learning objectives and negotiating assessment needs sets that not all learners have. A two hour workshop was conducted to assist the cohort. Following this, each learner submitted a draft set of objectives and the academics provided comments. The comments were largely in relation to the wording of the objectives and their scope. Most of the participants found the workshop useful, particularly the skills for developing objectives, their measures and indicators. They explained the usefulness of this when developing their normal work project objectives and establishing specific indicators and outcomes for their suppliers. The feeling of overwhelm when adults first experience andragogy was also noted Rhodes and Shiel (2007). By the second semester, the cohort increasingly engaged in negotiations about the relevant content to be included, nature of their assessment tasks, what and how to achieve these. This demonstrated their rising levels of confidence and comfort with andragogy.

Use of a learning cohort approach
The grouping of the cohort into three teams was a central plank of the design. All but one of the learners stated that she enjoyed this approach.

... it probably pushed people to deliver very quality products ... There was a personal value of what they were doing because of who they were doing it with. (WFC 001)

I loved the fact that I had a work team around me or a learning team around me who brought different skill sets and different perspectives...You know, people just shared everything they had and we found mechanisms to do it and as you know that physical resource now available on PDF for everyone [referring to the resource folder] started to be developed by all of us contributing so that was – I found that quite amazing. (WFC 003)

Finally, there was evidence that the learners had engaged in positive reflection.

The unit’s given me the time to look at our processes, so take a step back from my day to day tasks and look at our processes as a whole and then look for opportunities for improvements. So it’s been a very good environment in terms of having that reflection time and reflecting upon what you do. (WFC005)

The findings of the evaluation illustrate that the learning and assessment activities were well aligned to the functional roles of the individual learners and the NGO’s strategic objective of providing high quality services to the health and community services industry.

Limitations
At beginning of the study program the academic assumed that the cohort had the skills set necessary for participating in aspects of andragogy. Indeed it was found that the learners had never negotiated their learning program before. They learnt the relevant skills during a workshop.

Although the NGO was generally very supportive of a work integrated learning program, there was a lack of clarity about what was expected of the learners. That is, the nature of affordances was unclear to the worker-learners, as explained by one participant:

... it was never very clear though about how much time you were allowed to take out of your work time and to be honest we always used to meet in work time, but it was still on our time sheet that we were at work...They never said you can only take two hours a week ... (WFC 002)

According to Billett (2002) the intentionality of the learners to engage in learning afforded by the workplace is determined by their interpretation of the nature of what is afforded. They then tend to navigate between those affordances and the organisational culture to complete the learning tasks. While the participants were termed “worker-learners”, the organisation needed to recognise that they cannot be both at once. Learning will take time away from the usual work-day tasks and require resources and this needed to be negotiated between the individuals and their supervisors or the NGO. Despite this limitation and some confusion in the first semester, the participants received encouraging support from the NGO. Indeed the NGO also experienced a steep learning curve as it was the first time a cohort was sponsored for a university program.

Conclusions
An OCC framework traversed from a conventional learner-centred to an organisation centred focus to maintain a common goal of learning that served the organisation as well as the learner’s functional roles. Here, the strategic objectives of the organisation became the common goal while the individuals remained the agents whose learning outcomes helped achieve the goal. To harmonise a balance between the organisational and individual learning needs, specific teaching and assessment strategies were designed for this case study. These strategies embed and embody learning in the context of the learners and their workplace in ways that optimise benefits for both, the individuals and their organisation. The strategies navigate learning between the disciplines of academia and the workplace.

The findings of the evaluation of an OCC framework for work integrated learning suggests its potential for use of the teaching and assessment strategies for other cohorts participating in work-based learning courses. Notwithstanding the strengths of the teaching and assessment strategies described in this paper, it is important to skill learners for work integrated learning and make explicit the pedagogies and affordances available in the workplace. Only then will learning from an OCC result in optimum outcomes for the learners and their organisations.
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